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Several recent papers have considered these robust DOE techniques for the identification of ODE parameters. Aspery and Macchietto [14] considered the problem of design robustness with respect to the parameter starting values. They considered that the design is affected by a poor starting values ofthe parameters and try to derive a criterion that is robust against these starting values. In [15] , Goodwin et al. propose a min-max design criterion for the parameter identification of a linear first-order ODE:
where x(t) is the state variable, u(t) is the control input, and r(t) is an unknown departure from the simple model (misspecification) . All these functions are scalar and defined on a finite interval [0, t max ]. Scalar a* is the parameter to be identified.
x(t) == a* x(t)+u(t)
We have studied the same identification problem proposed by Goodwin et a1. (equation (1)) but we have considered a statistical approach of the model error r(t) instead of the bound approach derived from the used min-max criterion.
The presence of a non-negligible misspecification has a great influence on the identification of the parameter a* and also on the selection of the instants ti where the state variable x(t) will be measured. Misspecified ODE may encounter frequently, especially in the biological field where the main reaction to be modeled is polluted by additional terms whose definition by a specific function would not be feasible.
We define a* as the value that minimizes the L 2 -norm of the misspecification r(t):
INTRODUCTION
For parametric identification problems, the purpose of DOE is to adjust the selection of the experimental conditions to improve the quality of the parameter estimation. This has motivated many researches on DOE over almost a century [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . The DOE technique was later adapted to the problem of dynamic systems identification [6, 7, 8] . Some of the recent works are summarized in [9] .
There have been several works on robust DOE, especially for the identification of static models for engineering design problems. Design robustness with respect to the model error (misspecification) was first discussed by Box and Draper [10] who studied the effect of taking a onedegree polynomial regression model when the target is twodegree. After that, many authors have further discussed and developed this idea with different assumptions about the misspecification [11, 12, 13] .
2. PROPOSED APPROACH SCHEME where en = [el, ... , en] T, and Tn+1 is the updated estimation of T*. The use of the expected value over r (i.e.
In the design stage, the estimated parameter Tn is used in order to find the next design point t n +1:
The paper is organized as follows. The next section illustrates the proposed approach and in particular the statistical representation used for r (t) and the derived design criterion Jdesign(t, Tn). Mathematical developments for calculating the criteria Jestim. (T, 'n, Yn) and Jdesign (t , Tn) are not straightforward. They are detailed in section 3. In the fourth section, an example is presented in order to illustrate the improvements of the proposed sequential design over the classical unifonn design and the non-robust version of the proposed sequential design. Section five concludes the paper by presenting the main contributions.
where lE[.] denotes the expected value and 8 2 = c(O) de- notes the variance of the model error. The relevance of modeling the misspecification by a Gaussian process rises because for some classes of covariance functions, Gaussian processes span a rather large space (infinite-dimensional). Therefore, this type of representation matches the robustness requirement: the design point t n +1 that we look for must lead to a good estimation perfonnance whatever is the misspecification. The misspecification is unknown but our idea of robustness states that the chosen design point must guarantee a good level of performance (on average) over a wide range of potential misspecifications. The theoretical expression ofthe proposed criterion is directly derived from the use of the statistical representation of r (t) that was proposed:
This section presents the proposed sequential robust criterion Jdesign(t, Tn). As mentioned in the introduction, the main contribution of this work is the presence of the model error r(t) which improves the robustness of our design criterion.
The model error r (t) is generally a relative smooth function. This is the reason why we model it by a Gaussian process as in [19, 20] (see [21] for a Gaussian process tutorial). A Gaussian process is a random field defined by its mean and covariance function: Suppose that we desire to refine the estimation of T* by adding a new design point t n +1 and its corresponding observation value Yn+1 to the collected data. Then, the problem of sequential DOE is to choose the next design point t n +1 that will best refine the estimation.
An important issue in designing experiments for dynamical system identification is the fact that design criteria generally depend on the unknown parameter which has to be identified. To solve this problem, a sequential DOE strategy is generally implemented. This strategy consists in alternating between parameter estimation stages and designing stages, as shown in Figure 1 [2, 16, 17, 18] . r(t), t E [0, tmaxD assures the robustness with respect to the model misspecification.
MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF THE CRITERIA
This section presents the mathematical developments of the estimation and design criteria introduced in the previous section.
Estimation stage criterion
The first stage of the DOE procedure consists in estimating the unknown parameter T* given n observations. This section presents a detailed formulation ofthe parameter estimation procedure. Two estimators ofT* are presented: the proposed robust estimator (considering model-error r(t) and measurement error e(t) and its non-robust version (considering only measurement error e(t). The non-robust version will be used for comparison in section 4.
First, let's use a numerical integration scheme in order to discretize the state equation (1) at the instants t i :
where i = 1, ..., n. A numerical integration scheme is preferred over a derivative one for stability reasons. The second tenn in (4) The estimator f n must be coherent with the definition of T*. In (2), T* is obtained by minimizing the L 2 -norm, which is a natural Maximum Likelihood criterion when errors are i.i.d. The same assumptions are kept to construct the estimator fn. Thus, the obtained estimator will be consistent (fn~T*), which is the main importance for an estimator. We will see in section 3.2 that a more realistic covariance function will be used to compute a precise value 2 ). When supposing r(t) i.i.d., the vector r n is a Gaussian vector. If k ::; j, the (k,j) coefficient of its n x n covariance matrix D n is equal to 82tk. Thus, the Likelihood criterion is constructed with a covariance matrix equal to (D n + u;I n ) with In a n x n identity matrix. Therefore, The estimator expression is given by:
The non-robust estimator is simply obtained by considering D n = 0 in the previous equation.
Design stage criterion
The expectation computation in (3) may be reached because, for a given misspecification r, a given design, and a given noise realization [en, en+I] , it is possible to write analytically the expression of f n+l. Indeed, the solution of (1) is:
\f tmax
x(t) =Xo exp(a*t)+exp(a*t 1o (r(8)+u(O)) exp(-a*O)dO (7)
The integral terms in the previous equation are obtained by a fine discretization of the experimental domain [0, t max ].
Let {t~}i=I...m be this time discretization. In the following, subscript (') denotes vector calculated at these instants (e.g.
r~= [r(t~) ...r(t~)]T).
Thus, equation (7) Following the same procedure, the n collected data can be written: (8) where P n is a n x m matrix containing the integration coefficients for the n collected data, and~is the function f (t) evaluated at observation instants (t l , ... , tn)'
The sequential DOE consists in choosing the next design point t n + 1 which will refine the parameter estimation.
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As the parameter estimation expression (10) is derived, the criteria derivation is accomplished by taking the expectation of (fn+1 -T*)2 with respect to the model and observation errors as shown in (3) . At this step, as T* is unknown, it is replaced by its estimation f n. This is the purpose of the two-stage sequential DOE presented in the introduction. Expression (10) can be written as follows: Knowing that Den is constant, the criterion in (3) is approximated by:
The stochastic variable A == r': Mr'm + r': v + C consists of the products of correlated Gaussian variables. Therefore, it may be computed thanks to a singular value decomposition:
where C z is a constant value, Z '" N(O, I n + 1 ), and Sz is a diagonal matrix.
The mean rnA and the variance u~of A can be calculated as functions of S z, V z and C z :
where Ak is the k-th element in the diagonal of S z and Vk is the k-th element of v z. The expression of Jdesign in (3) is thus tractable: In this example, the control input is taken to be u(t) = 0 and the system is only allowed for the initial condition Xo ==
1.
The Gaussian kernel is used because it is the most used kernel for the Gaussian process covariance [19] : Another way of comparison is to compare the number of added design points to reach a square error lower than a fixed threshold. figure 4 compares the histograms of the added design points for the three criteria. The corresponding means are shown in Table 1 . It is clear that the proposed approach is the most efficient because it needs the smallest number of added points. This result may be particularly interesting when the number of experiments has to be small. The proposed approach has been tested with a MonteCarlo method where 200 identification problems were created. Each problem is defined by a particular realization of the Gaussian process r(t) and by a particular realization of the observation error en with u; == 0.05. The computation time needed for selecting the next design point < 1s.
In section 3, an assumption about Den was made. We have assumed that the variations ofr/~Mdenr'+r/~Vden are negligible in front ofthe constant term Cden. Therefore, Den was considered to be constant Den~Cden. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has discussed the idea of designing robust experiments for dynamic systems. The main contribution of this paper is the idea of modeling the misspecification by a statistical representation (Gaussian process). The paper has presented a detailed derivation of the proposed criterion showing the simplifications and main contributions. Finally, an illustrative example was presented showing the improvement in the speed of parameter convergence over other criteria. The proposed idea is tested on a very simple context since it is restricted to first-order linear ODE. The goal of the paper is to show the relevance of using a statistical representation associated with a statistical criterion in order to reach robust estimators. Further works on more complex systems (non-scalar and non-linear ODE) are in progress. We also plan to exploit the proposed criterion to design for both t n and the value of the control input.
